
A program of music, poetry and story-telling entitled, "An Evening of Song
and Story," by Terry Garthwaite and Rosalie Sorrels

May 1, 1981

A program of music, poetry and story-telling will be presented at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, May 6, in the Revelle
Cafeteria at the University of California, San Diego.

Musicians Terry Garthwaite and Rosalie Sorrels and poet Bobbie Louise Hawkins combine their talents in "An
Evening of Song and Story."

The subject of the first performance of the evening is a spontaneous decision which determines the direction
and character of the rest of the program.

"Each woman establishes an individual personality and performing rhythm," wrote Twin Cities Reader critic
of a performance in St. Paul. "Their rapport is virtually palpable. Their compatibility soaks up the evening's few
onstage lulls ... (they) were in beautiful counterpoint."

Garthwaite is a guitarist, songwriter and vocalist who with Toni Brown formed The Joy of Cooking, a female-led
rock group of the late '60s and early '70s. She has been described as "a young country rock Ella Fitzgerald with a
wash of Southern Comfort in her throat."

Sorrels is a compendium of traditional stories and songs. Her voice is strong and unpretentious and she ties
her songs together with tales, bawdy jokes and insights which draw the audience into her performance.

Bobbie Louise Hawkins is a poet, humorist and story-teller from Texas. The yarns she spins are wry and
sensitive and her poetry reflects the pride and spirit of the people from her rural background.

Together, these performers weave a program of words and music about urban and rural America. According
to the Reader critic quoted earlier, "by evening's end we're Ieft with the welcome residue of many magic moments
and a wonderful drained feeling that only the most involving performers can bestow."

General admission to the performance is $3.50; student tickets cost $2.50. Tickets are available at the UCSD
Central Box Office, 452-4559.

For more information contact: Leslie Franz, 452-3120
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